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MISSION
Explore and analyze Marine Corps 

service concepts using an integrated 
combination of research, modeling and 

simulation, wargaming, experimentation, 
Science & Technology discovery and 
integration, and analysis in order to integration, and analysis in order to 

better understand how these concepts 
expose gaps and create opportunities 

for future force development.

Shaping tomorrow’s Marine Corps today

MARINE CORPS WARFIGHTING LABORATORY
3255 Meyers Avenue
Quantico, VA 22134

Public Affairs Office:  703-432-0980
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provide the right force, in the right place, at the 
right time.

The AWE will demonstrate potential solutions 
to future Marine Air Ground Task Force        
challenges.

ItIt brings together the “Enhanced MAGTF   Op-
erations” (EMO) series of experimentation into 
a single live-force experiment as part of the 
RIMPAC 2014 exercise. The AWE is the culmi-
nation of a decade of progressive experimen-
tation conducted by the Warfighting Lab.  

It will encompass the results of previous ex-
periments, highlight selected technologies, 
and include the integration of Special Opera-
tions Forces (SOF) in amphibious operations. 

Concurrently, the AWE serves as a bridge to 
its follow-on program of wargaming, experi-
mentation, and capability development.

The AWE directly supports 
Expeditionary Force 21 
and the Commandant of 
the Marine Corps’ intent to

HYPOTHESIS
AA sea-based Special Purpose MAGTF 
(SPMAGTF), organized, trained, and 
equipped to conduct distributed operations, 
can simultaneously command and control, 
sustain, and support by fires multiple widely 
dispersed Company Landing Teams (CLT).

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

TheThe AWE focus will be on a crisis response SPMAGTF employing multiple CLTs conducting distributed 
operations across the Hawaiian archipelago in conjucntion with RIMPAC 2014.  The intent is to com-
mand, control, and sustain the forces from a sea base aboard traditional amphibious platforms.  The 
AWE will include two CLT headquarters organized and trained in accordance with the latest infantry 
rifle company Table of Organization and Equipment.  One additional CLT will be organized around an 
artillery battery HQ functioning as a Fires XLT with infantry platoons and HIMARS platoon attached.

Tactical activities ashore and afloat will be controlled by a MCWL/RIMPAC integrated MSEL in a twen-
ty-four hour, live force-on-force, semi-free play scenario.

SOF integration will incude planning and coordination between the Combined Forces Special Opera-
tions Component Command and SPMAGTF.  Tactical operations integration will include operations 
where the landing force is supported by SOF teams and where SOF is supported by the landing force.

By nesting the AWE in a scheduled naval exercise, MCWL gains the ability to leverage highly trained 
operating forces without unnecessarily increasing their operational tempo.

Operational View

OBJECTIVES

1.  Assess a sea-based SPMAGTF’s ability to command and con-
     trol multiple CLTs dispersed across a maritime area of  opera-
     tion.

2.  Assess logistics requirements for multiple distributed CLTs.

3.  Assess a SPMAGTF’s ability to provide fire support for distrib-
     uted sea-based operations and sea control, as part of a naval      uted sea-based operations and sea control, as part of a naval 
     campaign.

4.  Assess the impact of experimental capabilities on SPMAGTF 
     and CLT operations.

5.  Examine SPMAGTF and SOF integration.

ADVANCED WARFIGHTING EXPERIMENT


